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About This Game

We’ve been under attack for 10 years now. Every 6 months the Skorn arrive, set on destroying our planet, and now few of us
remain to defend what’s left. The massive Ark ships we’ve built in hopes of escaping them have all gone, save one. You must
take the role of Captain of our final vessel, the Ark 13, and guide a hand-picked, but inexperienced crew on a journey fraught
with intrigue and danger. The fate of the Endurance Coalition is uncertain and you could well be our last hope. How will you

fare once you set out Into the Stars?

Into the Stars is an open-world Space Survival Simulation built in Unreal Engine 4, featuring an original score from Jack Wall.

Take the role of Captain as you explore a massive star system in search of a new home for humanity. Outfit your ship, hand
pick your crew and set off on a journey where you must scavenge resources, shelter civilians and either outrun, or outgun a

hostile alien force, in order to survive.
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Complete Control: Take command of your hand-picked, but inexperienced crew, and guide them through a star system
packed with mystery and danger. Difficulty Settings allow you to tune the intensity of the enemy threat and the pace of
your journey.

Explore a Massive Star System: You have the freedom to set your course for salvation, but no approach is free from
peril. Each of the 90 zones in this system present unique opportunities, along with challenges, and only you can find the
path to success.

Challenging volley-based Combat: A number of foes, who are unwilling to negotiate, await you on this voyage. That's
why your ship is equipped with weapon systems that speak for the human race, in a language everyone can understand.
Choose your target points, battle stations and crew wisely, if you want to survive numerous alien encounters.

Music by Jack Wall: Driven by an original score from the legendary composer behind the music for Mass Effect, Call
of Duty and Lost Planet.

Replayability: Every decision you make as Captain, and every randomly generated obstacle the crew encounters, can
affect the outcome of a mission, creating a different experience, every time you play.
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Title: Into the Stars
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Fugitive Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit Service Pack 1

Processor: 2.5 GHz or faster Intel or AMD processor

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Only Standard 16:10 & 16:9 Screen Resolutions are supported at this time.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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I don't mind the fact that this game tries to be a more colorful Limbo-Clone. Actually I like this style and was up for more of
this kind. Toby looks and sounds really nice. It's not the technical side that keeps me from writing a good review. Toby is simply
lacking fresh ideas. Everything in the game feels like we've seen it a billion times before. The game play feels half hearted and
unrefreshing but most of all, Toby fails to deliver joy. I simply didn't have fun playing this game that is even shorter than
Limbo. Three hours - that's not much, that's disappointing. But to be honest, I was glad when those 3 hours were over and the
final "boss" defeated. I died many many times, and many times it felt perfectly random. Trial and error dominates Toby from
the beginning to the very end. Especially at the end as the mentioned boss fight is pretty much a question of good luck. Not
"hard" in the meaning of challenging, but "random". See, I really really love platformers, just playing this one felt like a chore.
It's like the makers had a bad day and decided to develop a game to annoy us. Mission accomplished.. Bloody Walls is a small,
arcadish style where players face the brick of extinction. Not to worry though, as our hero navigates through floors in hope for a
cure, not only for himself but for humanity.
Clear floors, gather important items and kill everything that moves with a fantastic soundtrack.

I usually write reviews where I highlight the good things in the game... and I did, now I'll enlighten the bad things, based on my
personal taste and preferences as always.
I believe we came along away in video-games where save-game is a commodity, for the most variety of reasons. Although this is
an arcade game, I'm not on an arcade machine, I'm on my PC, and save-gaming has been around the corner for decades!
As a shooter, I don't recognize the need to point exactly at the head of the monsters... We all know monsters (especially
zombies) die easily when shot in the head, but can't we just aim the mouse in the direction of their heads? Precise selecting the
head of any enemy is extremely unsatisfying!
I surely appreciate the time limit to make things more intense, but I felt the game didn't distinguish the timer based on the
difficulty level.

Bloody Walls looks really good, and plays well enough. However, without a save-game function, becomes too repetitive, boring
and shows no respect for the player's time. Repeating a level must always be an option when unlocked, this rule is essential to
me, in any video-game. Therefore, my review could never be positive.

I'm sure any hardcore fan of arcade games can learn to love Bloody Walls, and have a great time.
4/10. I really wanted to give this game a chance, for some reason. Maybe because I spent $8 on it. It fails in several ways:

The AI companions are awful. They often stand around, not attacking, and when they are attacking, they are in the way.

The landscape can obscure where you're fighting, so you don't know where the enemy that's hitting you is, or where you are.

The damage numbers are the same color for you getting hit, your party members getting hit, and your enemies getting hit, and
non-boss enemies don't have a health bar, so you don't really know the status of a fight.

Perhaps more importantly, I couldn't see any health bars for my AI companions, so as a cleric, I just had to spam heals without
knowing when they needed it.
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The sprites\/animations are pretty poor, you can't face\/attack diagonally which really sucks, and I couldn't tell if my party
members were dead, or if they were alive and just standing around (which, as aforementioned, happens in combat).

The difficulty\/loot scale is awful. The first boss was super easy, and your rival who apparently lost to it comes back next level
and wiped my party, constantly stunlocked me and killed me 4 times, so I just had to hold block and get in one hit at a time.
Then the loot I got from finally beating him was worse than what I already had.

The game doesn't inform you of many things, such as when I thought I was stacking enhancements on an item, I was actually
just overwriting them with another. No info on that.

Your AI companions have no dialogue. Zero. No story, they just follow you around and no one else acknowledges them. Awful
storytelling.

Speaking of which, the main story doesn't come in until 40 mins in. That time is spent winning a tournament you didn't join, and
fighting through tons of boring battles to get to the celebration of your really easy victory.

The one cool thing is the abilities are cool, but the hotkey system is annoying, you can only have a few powers hotkeyed at a
time.

Overall, I really wish I didn't spend my money on this game. Don't get it. It feels very unfinished. Oh yeah, the most annoying
part: after suffering through the story to see if it improved, there were some enemies that spawned behind some terrain that
neither they nor I could get through. Their ranged attacks couldn't get out, and I had no ranged attacks, and my party wasn't even
moving (they might have been dead, but the sprites are such that it's hard to tell). I couldn't leave the way I came, and I couldn't
progress until they died, but they were stuck and therefore so was I. I had to quit and lose all progress in that chapter. Now I'm
done.. I have loved all the other games from this dev but this one is horrible and frustrating.. space combat game with no stori to
tell. pay inside for ships. get suplies not used in the game end etc. i cant finf any single reason to play and pay its sucks.
Desperately, I tried to name my horse "Fister Gently" as is the family name of my long line of thoroughbred horses, but alas, it
did not allow me to save this name. I entered my first race, with my trusty horse "MyHorse" and proceed to mash the "W" key
until my arm fell off. After retrieving my arm, I lost the race. 1\/10. Cannot recommend.. Murder ducks, make stuff explode,
get points. What's more to love?
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I'd recommdend this to people that enjoy playing characters that they are a big fan of that also don't premiere in games such as
this. In my opinion, I like Thanos, so this DLC obviously gives me a chance to play as him. At the same time, it is also a waste
of money and should have went free. Just buy walls and block everything to win. Not "fun" in any way. Clunky AF.

I hope I got this in a bundle or something.. Too high priced for very little in terms of content, no new assets, just recycled assets,
at least with fernbus and ETS2 you get new assets, the rocks on the way up to the DLC christ the textures are just pure awful, its
almost like they enlarged the rock, oh wait they did, its also full of bugs, dunno what the testers tested, as it certainly wasnt this
DLC
#thisiswhyyoudontletkidstestgames. 5min of this game
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SyhsXOsqGQQ

1st off there are few to no option and there was a cash shop in here that no longer works.
2nd yes i'm against real life big game hunting (outside population control hunting like deer) but this is a game.

This is a "light-gun" type clicker game where you click to shoot instead of using a gun.
As you kill random animals (no doe's though) some will drop power-ups or health.
Animals including but not limited to dear, rabbit, squirrel, moose, wolf, duck, mountain lions and many more.
The 5th level is a extinct Jurassic animal.
You will have 2 weapons depending on the mission like shotguns, rifles some have scopes (you can zoom in), pistols, bows, or
tracking darts.
Mission consist of kill X of Y animal, kill X of Y animal with a vital hit, don't hit any does, kill X of Y animal with range shots,
tag X of Y animal, kill the dino, and yes they are all timed.
After each level you can upgrade some 1 of 4 skills, precision, reload time, heart rate, & health but i feel health should be a
priority as the games not hard enough that you'll need the others as much.
If you die (only a issue on the dino's) its game over and you need to reset the game or close it before it saves.
You could buy more lives in the cash shop but its closed so now it's only possible to have 1 life per game.. the game is ok, i liked
it

I will say you, it is not a must have, intresting and nice story.
not best grafics. sounds are fine.. loop x1000 while playing for maximum effect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQUeQOIlcDM. NEPGYA!NEPGYA!NEPGYA!
NEPGYA!NEPGYA!
NEPGYA!NEPGYA!NEPGYA!

10\/10 NEPGYA. Picked it up on sale, at first it seemed fun until the glitches started up. First was annoying with the container
stacker very slowly migating towards the railway line whether you are left, right or head-on which makes loading trucks
difficult. I could put up with that one until I bought the warehouse. Doesn't even work, exemption error after exemption error.
Wish I done a video of my somarsalting forklift. If it worked then yes it is worth the reduced price, however not in it's present
state. Another rip-off product fully endorsed by Steam as usual.
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